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SMOKE SIGNALS

N e w s l e t t e r
July 2 
Club Meeting  

July 16 
Club Meeting  
SEMINAR  
GASOLINE ENGINES 
Ted Evangelatos 

Calendar BIRTHDAYS

August 6 
Club Meeting 
Show & Tell  

August 20 
Club Meeting 
VIRTUAL FUN FLY 

Calendar BIRTHDAYS

July 

AUGUST 

2015
July 12  Stan Blum 

July 20  Gene Garavelli 

Aug  3      Nicholas Guiffre 

Aug 30     Andrew Accovino 

                 Message from Your Meroke President  

              I want to thank all of our members, especially 
those members who always go the extra yard in making our 
events a success.  This event had been very organized 
especially in advertising & getting the word out to all the 
local families in the general areas.  It had been a fun day 
for our members working it.  A day each and everyone can 
be proud of as being a Meroke, one of the best RC Clubs on 
Long Island.  THANKS AGAIN for making our May 2nd 
Paintball Event a great day and a great success…….. 

N e w s l e t t e r

http://www.meroke.com
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S M O K E   S I G N A L S
WAS THE MEROKE PAINTBALL SHOOT OUT A SUCCESS?

&
WHAT DID WE LEARN?

On My 2, 2015 the Meroke Rc Club for the third year held it’s 
PAINT BALL SHOOT OUT event at the lufbery Aerodrome in 
Cedar Creek Park. Those of you who attended and helped out 
know the answer to the question “Was it a success?” Let’s break 
the event down to basics. 

SET UP - began at 9am Saturday morning with Roy Southard 
providing the club with posts and snow fencing so we were able 
to delineate the different areas of the field for each specific 
purpose.  Planes were prepared along with food and paintball 
guns. For two hours our guys had one combined purpose and 
that was “Make this the best SHOOT OUT ever. I even saw 

Richard and Patrick Boll walking the runway and clearing it of dangerous debris. Friendship, 
camaraderie and people that care working together…it is really refreshing to see. 
GRADE: A+ 

ORGANIZATION - The “SHOOT OUT” took place on runway #1 at the field and was divided into 4 key 
areas…  

 1 WELCOME/DONATION CENTER - Manned buy Charle Lando, who polled our guests to give us         
a good idea of what publicity tactics worked the best, Sal Richichi, Andy Acovino, Henry 
Gibouleau, under the watchful eye of Treasurer Nick Guiffre collected donations which included 
paintballs, food tickets and tickets for the raffle with a prize of a Samsung 32” LED Flat screen 
TV. 

 2  THE COMPOUND - multi tasked for the event housing the food prep area, grilled hamburgers         
and hot dogs, along with a condiments station which included an electric casserole filled with 
savory baked beans generously provided by Joe Petrozza”s wife Nancy. The compound  also 
provided a safe area for us to store the paintball guns and equipment when not in use and the 
extra canisters of propellant for the guns. Lastly it gave our club member and DJ Eppi Santiago 
the needed space to set up his equipment which provided wonderful background music and set 
the tone for the day. 

 3   FUN  ZONE - Once our guests made their donations they were directed to the designated wait         
line where they were greeted by a club member and directed to a shooting station when one of 
the paintball guns was free. The guns were manned by Marc Trager, who as club photographer 
took up close and personal pictures of our guests documenting the event along with Roy 
Southard who also photographed the festivities. The second gun was manned by Richy 
Brunswick, whose knowledge of the paintball sport came in handy more than once during the 
day, and Keith Follo who jumped in when the third gun was added later in the day. Those club 
members in the FUN ZONE instructed the shooters in safety procedures along with tips on how 
to hit the incoming planes…sometimes with too much success and made sure that the children, 
and there were a lot of children, were properly supervised throughout the day. 

http://www.meroke.com
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                                             ORGANIZATION 

  I am happy to report there were no safety issues during           
the day, it was truly a FUN ZONE not a horror zone. The 
success of the event was in large part due to the diligence 
of CD Russell Rhine who made SAFETY not only his 
priority but the priority of all Meroke club members 
working the event. 

 4 PILOTS/TRIAGE -  Let’s look at the heart and soul of the         
event. Without planes to fly and pilots to fly them…there is 
no event!  Flying the planes at the speed and altitude level 
needed to give the participants the best experience 
possible takes the skill of very, very experienced pilots. 
Well done Phil Friedensohn, Ted Evangelatos, Tony Pollio, 
Mike Hagens, Nelson Ramos and Mark Klein. Now to the 
all important TRIAGE where the broken are made whole 
again…what a group this is, they embody the spirit of the 
Meroke RC Club, building, rebuilding and fixing broken planes.  

 GRADE: A+ 

Without the dedication and skill provided by all those mentioned above and the following club members 
we could not have pulled off this incredible day of flying, shooting and fun.  

Repairing, Setup & PreFlights of Paintball Planes, Meroke Shed Inventory 
Nelson Ramos, Jim Gilmartin, Phil Friedensohn 

Food & Beverage, Ice & Cooking 
Charlie Passante, Allen Berg, Joe Petrozza, Mark Klein, Joe Czeto and Nick Toto 

Field Clean-Up Before Event 
Mel Brenner, Charlie Passante, Ed Wiemann 
Special thanks to Mel Brenner who painted the orange rails  

Day Of Event Field Set-Up & Pilot/Repair Assist 
Roy Southard, Rich & Patrick Boll, Paul Rozek, Gene 
Kolakowski and Curtis Underdue 
      
Raffel Prize  (32” TV PC Richards) 
John Cappabianca 

Without the commitment and tenacity of club president Lou 
Pinto THE MEROKE PAINTBALL SHOOT OUT would 
never have happened. So, to answer the question posed in 
the title of this article “WAS THE MEROKE PAINTBALL 
SHOOT OUT A SUCCESS? 
The answer is a resounding YES!!!  
OVERALL GRADE: A+++ 

S M O K E   S I G N A L S

http://www.meroke.com
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What I learned from this experience is that we belong to a great club with wonderful and talented 
members and that when we all pitch in there is nothing that we can’t accomplish. 

WELL DONE!  I applaud all of you! 

http://www.meroke.com
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MEROKE R/C CLUB MAY PAINTBALL EVENT 
Photographs by Marc Trager and Roy Southard 

http://www.meroke.com
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S M O K E   S I G N A L S

The Sensei FS (Flight Stabilization) electric trainer takes learning to fly to new levels of ease and excitement. The WISE 3-
axis stabilization system is just like having a flight instructor standing right next to the pilot, ready to instantly take over if 
necessary. A brushless power system delivers the performance necessary for sport aerobatics as skills improve, and for 
added fun the “drop-door” feature lets pilots deliver a “payload” of their choosing. Choose from the all-inclusive RTF or the 
flexible Receiver-Ready version that lets modelers equip the Sensei FS with their choice of radio gear! 

With the WISE stabilization system mastering R/C flight has never been easier — and it works with any radio! Take-offs and 
landings are as easy as increasing or decreasing the throttle. In the air, three flight modes allow modelers to learn flying skills 
at their own pace. 

Beginner — the Sensei FS maintains a gentle bank and climb/descent envelope, with the pilot able to return the plane to 
straight and level flight by simply releasing the sticks 

Intermediate — pilots will be able to fly with increased freedom, while still having the stick release function to fall back on 

Advanced — once pilots are comfortable with the basics, they can fly on their own without limits, but still with the benefits of 
gyro stabilization 

Bailout Switch — extra insurance that immediately returns the Sensei FS to straight and level flight from any orientation, in 
any of the 3 modes 

Features: 

    Rugged, resilient AeroCell™ foam airframe with a pre-applied trim scheme 

    WISE 3-axis flight stabilization system 

    Flight Success Guarantee with the Sensei FS RTF 

    Simple, screw-together assembly — no gluing required 

    Factory-installed brushless outrunner motor, ESC & 5 micro servos 

    Steerable nose gear 

Specs: 

Wingspan: 58 in (1475 mm) 

RTF Weight: 3.2 lbs (1450 g) 

Rx-R Weight Range: 3.25-3.5 lbs (1470-1590 g) 

Length: 48 in (1220 mm) 

RTF includes: Tactic TTX610 radio system with SLT receiver, 3S 2100mAh LiPo flight battery, AC/DC balancing LiPo charger, 
(4) “AA” batteries 

Rx-R requires: radio and receiver with 4-5 channels, 2100-2200mAh 11.1V LiPo battery, compatible charger 

FLZA3030 – Sensei FS RTF w/WISE Flight Stabilization – MSRP $299.99 

FLZA3034 – Sensei FS Rx-R w/WISE Flight Stabilization – MSRP $199.99 

Flyzone Sensei FS With WISE Flight Stabilization 
by Trevor “Chilly" Duncan 

The next two articles could put Phil Friedensohn and the flight instructors out of business.

http://www.meroke.com
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S M O K E   S I G N A L S

Like many of you, I have a few different planes, and enjoy flying most 
of them. However, I do have one or two that are just plain nasty in their 
ground handling and take offs. You probably have seen these – some 
Piper Cubs, Beavers, and especially some of the narrow under 
carriage warbirds. Strangely, not all tail draggers do this. But with one 
of these “loopy” planes, they are lined up on the runway, power is 
slowly advanced, and the plane skitters to the left, it skitters to the 
right, and may loop in a complete circle. Even if it is kept straight for a 
while, as power is advanced and the tail lifts, it then skewers over to 
the left from torque. And if insufficient speed has been built up, for 
example it was heading for the fence and you horsed it up too soon, 
you are rewarded with a spectacular left wing cartwheel. 

I know, when you are relating this story to your mates, you either get a 
“yup, that’s why I would never get a Beaver, Piper, warbird, whatever 
…”, or you get a “pilot skill problem, with more flying experience you 

will be able to handle it.” I understand that more skill may help, but honestly I go flying to have fun, not to work on 
creating an ulcer worrying whether the plane will get off the ground today. I sure wouldn’t mind some sort of 
electronic help. And after all, I don’t see people complaining that using exponential on our radios means we are 
cheating or aren’t skillful flyers. 

Now our helicopter brethren long ago found out that even with super human reflexes, it was really difficult to keep 
the tail straight on their choppers – the least wind, change of engine speed, etc. would make it swing. They 
discovered gyros. Suddenly, their craft would stay straight, and hovering and flying became a whole lot easier. 

The object of a rudder gyro then, is to provide some computer fast electronic help on keeping it straight down the 
runway on roll out, and fast correction of that torque roll to the left just as it just gets airborne. Once fast enough, 
the plane generally flies straight without any extra help for sure. 

Originally, gyros consisted of a small electric motor spinning two heavy brass disks. These spinning disks resisted 
movement, just like bicycle wheels or a spinning top. Today, the gyros are solid state and utilize a piezo crystal to 
detect movement. And specifically, they detect movement only in one rotational direction. Thus a gyro used for 
rudder control will only detect rotational movement about the yaw axis. Electronics “read” this rotation, and output 
a correctional signal to the servo, in this case the rudder. Any other movement, i.e. acceleration forward, braking, 
or pitch and roll are ignored by the gyro. 

There are two kinds of gyros available for model use: rate control (also known as normal mode) and heading hold. 

 In Rate Control mode, if anything other than you moving the rudder stick changes the plane’s horizontal direction 
(yaw), the gyro will give a brief but not sustained correction to help keep it straight. 

End loopy takeoffs with a gyro  
by Model Airplane News John Falconer

http://www.meroke.com
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After installation and testing, I was off to the flying field. Once I had the plane lined up straight on the runway, I 
rapidly flipped the Aux switch on and off 3 times, leaving it in the Heading Hold position. This instructs the gyro 
that this is now the desired course of the plane, and the rudder is in a neutral position. I then accelerated down 
the runway, and if the course was a bit off, I could still manually move the rudder to keep the plane headed down 
the middle of the runway. But, virtually all that nasty swing one side to the other was gone, and once some speed 
is built up, no more torque role to the left! As the plane lifted off, I switched off the heading hold mode, and 
continued with whatever my usual flight routine would be. Interestingly, in flight, and with the gyro in the Rate 
Control mode (Normal Mode), I could bank, climb, dive, etc. and the plane really didn’t feel much different to me. 
Landing was straight forward, perhaps even straighter than usual for me! 

For my next test, I tried the GWS PG-03 gyro ($38) in my electric Spitfire. This plane is 56” wing span, 6 lbs all up. 
Initially I flew with a 4S-5000 battery, and the plane was reasonable on take off, but still requiring a fair amount of 
finesse to keep straight and not torque over to the left. However, in the air the plane was a bit underpowered and 
somewhat anemic in normal flight patterns. Since the motor could handle it, 

S M O K E   S I G N A L S
In contrast, the heading hold mode is best used just for the take off run. In 
this mode, when you first line up the plane, you ‘instruct’ the gyro that it is to 
stay on this exact heading. As you taxi, it will automatically, and lightning 
fast, make corrections to keep the plane on this heading. After, takeoff, 
however, unless you want the plane to stay on this course forever, best to 
switch to normal mode, so that you can turn and do a circuit, etc. Generally 
on these gyros, you utilize an additional switch on your transmitter to 
disable the heading hold mode right after takeoff, then defaulting to the rate 
control mode (normal mode) for the rest of the flight. 

 What if we put one of their gyros in our ‘problem’ planes to help with takeoff 
rudder control? Clearly not all, or even many, of our planes need this, but 
when you have one of these “ground loopers,” maybe a rudder gyro could 
help. So, I chose my worst problem planes to try this. The first one is a kit-

built electric conversion Mustang, 56” wingspan, about 8 lbs all up battery 
in. I know, kind of heavy. Never the less, this plane is a lot of fun to fly in 
the air, and with gear and flaps down, is not so bad to land either. But the 
take off always makes we wonder if this day is going to end with another 
trip to the repair bench with it. 

 For my first test, I tried a Futaba GY401 heading hold gyro(~$135.00). It 
mounts next to the receiver with a supplied special double sided foam 
mounting tape. You plug the one gyro lead into the rudder channel of 
your receiver, and plug the rudder gyro lead into another lead on the 
gyro. The third gyro lead plugs into an unused receiver channel to select 
the gyro mode. I used the Aux 2 switch on my Spektrum DX7 transmitter 
to switch from ‘heading hold mode’ to ‘normal mode’. The manual 
describes a few adjustments and selection switch for Futaba digital servo 
or other analog servo. 

http://www.meroke.com
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Again at the flying field, I now lined up on the runway and slowly accelerated. 
But this time I still needed to input some torque correcting right rudder 
transmitter stick movement, but it was much easier. There was no nasty or 
sudden swinging left to right, and a very smooth takeoff. Once in the air, 
again, I was not really aware of any impact on my usual flying routine form the 
gyro. Landing was uneventful, and even easier to keep straight. 

 Overall, the heading hold gyro is superior, but more expensive and requires an unused function on your 
transmitter to turn the modes on and off. The rate control gyro is considerably cheaper, easier to install, and does 
not require any other transmitter channels. Thus, if I have any more “ground looper” planes, I probably would try 
the simpler and cheaper rate control (normal mode) gyro first. 

 If you try this, and it works nicely as it has for me, then it will be up to you whether you tell any of your fellow 
pilots about the gyro, or whether you just bask in their complements about how skillful your takeoffs have 
suddenly become. 

S M O K E   S I G N A L S
I then switched to a 5S-5000 pack, and rebalanced the plane. Now takeoff 
was not so mild mannered at all, but once in the air a whole lot more power 
and fun. I installed the GWS gyro by merely taping it to the inside of the 
fuselage wall close to the receiver, using the supplied special foam mounting 
tape. The gyro plugs into the rudder 
channel of the receiver, and the rudder 
servo lead plugs into the gyro. This gyro is 
always in Rate Control (normal mode), so 
no other connections or receiver channels 
are needed. One simple adjustment, 
described in the gyro manual, is required 
to ‘center’ the servo output, and a second 
adjustment to set maximum sensitivity. 
  

http://www.meroke.com

